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Coupling Facility Overview Report
The Coupling Facility Overview report (CFOVER) gives you information
about all coupling facilities which are connected to the sysplex. You might
start the investigation of the performance of the coupling facilities in your
sysplex with the CFOVER report.
You get an overview about all coupling facilities showing the utilization
of the processors and the storage. If you experience high values for these
resources, this might indicate contention in the coupling facilities which
could lead to internal queues causing performance problems.
In addition, you can evaluate the request rates to analyze whether the
usage of the coupling facilities is as balanced as you want. This, of course,
will not be the case if you have one coupling facility for production and the
other one just as stand-by.
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Coupling Facility Systems Report
The Coupling Facility Systems report (CFSYS) gives you information about
the distribution of coupling facility requests among the systems and about the
activities in the subchannels and paths attached to the coupling facilities in the
sysplex.
Using the CFSYS report, you see for each coupling facility all systems
connected to it, and their activities. High values are indicators for contention
and possible bottlenecks in the configuration.
The pop-up panel with the details provides information about the configuration
and you see the path IDs for all channels which are connecting each coupling
facility with a system. You can use the CHANNEL report to get the link
utilization for each path.

CFACT - Coupling Facility Activity Report
The Coupling Facility Activity report (CFACT) gives you information about the
activities in each structure. You can use this report for analyzing in detail each
structure in your coupling facilities. You see the type of a structure and the activities
from each system that uses a structure.
If you want to get more details, you will receive them through cursor-sensitive
control. A pop-up panel shows the allocation details and the name of the address
space which is currently using the structure. If you experience performance
problems for one or several structures in your coupling facilities, you should
investigate into the appropriate applications.
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Cache Summary Report
The Cache Summary report (CACHSUM) provides an overview about
the activities in the cache subsystem for all SSIDs. You might take this as
starting point when analyzing I/O performance to get a first impression
about the I/O processing.

Cache Detail Report
The CACHDET report provides detailed information about the
activities of one cache subsystem.
If the cursor is placed on any field of the first two columns, a pop-up panel appear
showing details for the selected volume. Cursor-sensitive control of the third
column leads you to a pop-up panel with details for the selected SSID.
See next two slide examples.

